The famous tower of plate glass in which Nash and LaFayette cars are being exhibited at the World’s Fair in Chicago. A unique and colorful spectacle that stands out against the skyline of the Greatest Show on Earth—attracting millions of sightseers from all over the world.
The New Twin Ignition Nash, Built to Stay Built

That's why one Nash sells another Nash.

You'll find that a Nash saves you all the way from $150 to $600. And you'll find that a Nash saves performance, with any other car under the sun.

Compare the 1934 Nash, model for model, size for size, performance for performance.

New Nash—Built Lafayetted, Fine Car of the Low-Price Field.

New to the low-price field, Nash models built with care and precision. Standard models and special dinettes. And with a big car's stamina and style—big-car quality and engineering features in a big car in size and appearance—will

New Nash—Built Lafayetted, Fine Car of the Low-Price Field.